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Abstract

In remote sensing analysis, automatic extraction of road network from satellite or aerial images can be a most needed
approach for efficient road database creation, refinement, and updating. In this paper, a method for automatic
extraction of road centerline from high resolution satellite image is proposed. The proposed work consists of three
stages: segmentation of road region, connected component-based operations used to extract the connected road
component from segmented road region, and removal of unwanted non-road pixels using morphological operation.
The proposed algorithm is implemented on various satellite images, and the results are given in this work. The
performance of the proposed method is evaluated by comparing the results with ground truth road map as reference
data, and performance measures such as completeness, correctness, and quality are calculated. The average value of
completeness, correctness, and quality of various images are 90%, 96%, and 87%, respectively. These measures prove
that the proposed work yields road network very closer to reference road map. The proposed method yields very good
result for noisy image also, and it proved that the proposed method is insensitive for noise. Performance measures of
the proposed work are compared with other methods, and this comparison proves that the proposed method yields
very good results than other methods.

Keywords: Road extraction; High resolution satellite image; Connected component; Morphological operation; Trivial
opening; Completeness; Correctness; Quality
1 Introduction
Automatic detection of road networks from the satellite
and aerial images is the most demanded research subject,
and it is used for many remote sensing applications. Geo-
graphic information system (GIS) needs an automatic
road extraction process for updating their data [1]. Man-
ual updating of GIS database is costly, time-consuming
process, and also there is a possibility of error in manual
updating of road network [2-4]. Therefore, automatic road
feature extraction from high resolution satellite image is
required to detect the road network in a robust manner.
Road data enables GIS applications to facilitate a variety of
services which include satellite navigation, route planning,
health-care accessibility planning, land cover classification,
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and infrastructure management. The objective of road fea-
ture extraction method is providing a binary mask in
which true pixels represent road regions, and false pixels
indicate non-road regions. The major problem of road ex-
traction method is the complex structure of the images,
which contain many different objects, such as roads,
houses, trees, vehicles, etc., with differences in shape, tone,
and the texture.
Road extraction methods can be classified into two

categories such as semi-automatic and fully automatic
[5]. The road detection methods which are requiring hu-
man interaction are classified as semi-automatic, and
those that are not requiring human interaction are
known as automatic [6]. Though many researchers are
developing their own algorithm for road detection, some
of the works are semi-automatic [7-11] which is not
suitable for real-time application and other works are
automatic road detection system [12-27]. All the work
has its own merits and demerits. Some of the existing
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automatic road extraction works based on various ap-
proaches are discussed in this chapter.
Jiuxiang et al. presented a method for automatic road

extraction which includes three steps: road seed pixel is
identified and then road tracking and growing of road
segment. This method used a concept of road footprints
to compute the probability that a pixel is located on a
road. A road tree is then constructed to identify the road
network [1]. Cem et al. proposed a road extraction sys-
tem based on probabilistic and graph theory [2]. Edge
pixel is extracted. Then, using probabilistic method, road
centerline is extracted. Finally, graph theory is used to
represent the extracted road segments in a graph forma-
tion. This system depends on the edge information of an
image [2]. Xiaoying et al. integrated two detectors to de-
tect road centerlines. The outputs of fine-scale image
segmentation-based detector and fuzzy-based multiscale
curvilinear detector are combined together to get road
network, and path searching algorithm is used for this
integration [3]. Another road extraction system pro-
posed by Zhijian et al. is also based on two methods [4].
This system is implemented by cross-validating line fea-
tures of the line segment detector (LSD) and the statis-
tical region merge (SRM) according to their spatial
relationship.
Xiangguo et al. classified the road into with salient

road marking and without salient road marking, then
multiple road tracking systems are used to detect road
network. The least squares interlaced template matching
is used to extract ribbon road networks with salient road
markings, profile matching, rectangular template match-
ing, and parallelepiped angular texture signature and are
combined to extract ribbon roads without salient lane
markings [5]. Dal et al. proposed an automatic road ex-
traction method which included two steps: first step is
road seed extraction-based geometric and radiometric
properties of an image, and the next step is linking of
road seeds based on two basic perceptual grouping rules,
the proximity and collinearity rules [6]. A method for
road centerline extraction based on shape features and
multivariate adaptive regression splines is presented by
Zelang et al. [12]. This method consists of four stages:
segmentation of remotely sensed image; then extraction
of road region based on shape and spectral feature; after
that, application of multivariate adaptive regression splines
to extract road centerline; finally, the use of connection al-
gorithm to get complete road network. Performance mea-
sures are calculated, and results are tabulated. Automatic
road detection in urban region based on structural, spec-
tral, and geometric characteristics of road is proposed by
Senthilnath et al. [13]. The main steps of this work are
preprocessing to reduce the unwanted objects and extrac-
tion of road segments using texture progressive analysis
and normalized cut method. The performance evaluation
is measured by comparing the results with reference road
map, and the values are given.
A support vector machine-based road centerline is

proposed by Xin et al. [14]. This algorithm used both
geometrical features of road and spectral variation,
and hybrid of geometrical and spectral information is
analyzed using SVM classifier. This algorithm is imple-
mented on two IKONOS multispectral datasets. A hy-
brid method for road network detection in both rural
and urban areas is presented by Hang et al. [15]. Thresh-
olding based on homogeneity histogram along with
Gabor filter is used for road surface and lane marking
segmentation in rural images. Road surface in urban area
is extracted with SVM classifier, and Gabor filter is
used for further refinement. Experimental results are ob-
tained from some satellite images. Automatic road ex-
traction from multispectral satellite images based on
predominant features of road is presented by Sukhendu
et al. [16]. Probabilistic Support Vector Machines and
Dominant Singular Measures are used to segment the
road regions, and multistage post- processing is done to
remove non-road parts. Finally, the author solved the
discontinuity problems.
A road centerline detection using wavelet transform

from high resolution remote sensing images is presented
by Tieling et al. [17]. This work consists of two parts.
Initially, road edges are extracted using two-dimensional
wavelet transform. After that, thinning algorithm is ap-
plied to detect thin centerline of road network.
Sahar et al. proposed a road extraction algorithm on

satellite images using particle filter and extended Kalman
filter [18]. Extended Kalman filter along with particle fil-
ter is applied to trace the road beyond obstacles and to
follow different road branches after road junction is
found. The proposed result is compared with manually
drawn roads. An integrated approach for road network
segmentation in satellite images is proposed by Thierry
et al. [19]. This method includes three stages. Initially,
image is filtered using watershed transform to remove
non-road areas. Then, area closing operator is applied to
extract the road network structure. After that, a graph
describing the adjacency relationship between watershed
lines is built. Finally, Markov random field is defined
upon this graph to extract road network in satellite im-
ages. Mena et al. proposed an approach for automatic
road extraction in rural and semi-urban areas which
includes four modules: data preprocessing, binary
segmentation based on texture progressive analysis,
vectorization of the binary image by means of skeletal
extraction and morphological operations, and finally
evaluation of the proposed system by comparing with
manually drawn road map [20].
Zelang et al. [21] proposed a method for road center-

line extraction from classified image which consists of
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the three stages: feature points are extracted using ten-
sor voting, kernel density estimation is used to find
probability of each pixel being located on the road cen-
terline, and feature points are projected onto ridge lines
using the subspace constrained mean shift method. Cen-
terline of the road is formed by linking the projected fea-
ture using geodesic method. The performance of this
method is proved by comparing the quantitative mea-
sures with other methods [21]. Wenzhong et al. pre-
sented road extraction method for urban area which
includes two stages; image is classified as road class and
non-road class using path openings and closings, and
road images are refined by shape features. The perform-
ance measures are evaluated, and this is compared with
other methods [22]. A directional morphological oper-
ator based on road segmentation approach is proposed
by Valero et al. [23]. For each pixel, they construct a
morphological profile using path opening and path clos-
ing morphological operations which is used for road ex-
traction and author used pixel-based approach for road
extraction. Experimental results for some satellite images
are given. Pankaj et al. proposed a road network seg-
mentation technique using adaptive global thresholding
along with morphological operations [24]. Road regions
are segmented using average intensity values, and mor-
phological operators are used for further processing.
They gave experimental result for an image and evalu-
ated their work by measuring quality parameters.
Rohit et al. proposed a method for road extraction

using morphological and K-means clustering [25]. Road
regions are separated from high resolution image using
K-means clustering. This segmented region consists of
some non-road pixels, and those pixels are removed
using a morphological operator. The results are proved
by evaluating the quality measures. Road network rec-
ognition approach using image morphological charac-
teristics is proposed by Zhu et al. [26]. This work is
based on morphological operations and a line segment
match method. By using grayscale, morphological char-
acteristic outline of road network is detected and basic
road network is detected using line segment match
method. The road network is further processed based
on binary morphology and road knowledge. The accur-
acy of proposed approach is proved by calculating
the quantitative measures. Automatic road extraction
method using road intersection model is presented by
Boshir et al. [27]. The entire process of road intersection
detection is divided into two sequential modules. First
module is detection of road network using different
morphological direction filter, and second module is ex-
traction of road intersection to determine road orienta-
tion. Algorithm is implemented on various images, and
correctness values are measured for evaluating this
method [27].
An image contains more number of connected com-
ponents (CC), and each connected component is a set of
pixels in which each pair of pixels is connected [28].
Trivial opening is used to filter the sets of CC of an
image based on certain condition [29]. The connected
component is preserved, if the condition is satisfied;
otherwise, that component is removed [28,29]. Trivial
opening is used for road extraction [30-32]. A hybrid
method of using artificial neural network, contour tra-
cing algorithm, and morphological trivial opening is
used to extract road from remotely sensed image and is
presented by Sowmya et al. [30]. This algorithm is evalu-
ated by measuring the quality measures. An approach
based on fuzzy logic and trivial opening is proposed; to
extract main road centerlines from pan-sharpened IKO-
NOS images, it is presented by Ali et al. [31]. An ap-
proach to detect road network from high resolution
image using combination of a developed fuzzy system
and trivial opening is proposed by Mohammadzadeh
et al. [32].
After reviewing the existing work on road extraction,

some works are semi-automatic [7-11] which is not suit-
able for real-time application. Some other works need
fuzzy optimization technique [3,31,32], and some other
works are based on wavelet transform [17,19] and support
vector machine [14-16]. In those cases, complexity of al-
gorithm is high. In some of algorithm based on seed-
based approach [1,6,18], this work reliability is based on
the road seed pixels. In few cases, combination of two or
more algorithm was used for road extraction [4,5,22].
Some of the works are used for segmenting road region
and not used for centerline extraction [13,23-25].
Morphological operators play a vital role in road seg-

mentation from satellite image. The computational cost
of morphological-based road extraction is lesser than
wavelet-based approach and support vector machine-
based approach; thus, morphological operator and trivial
operator are mainly used for road extraction. The pro-
posed work of this paper is road centerline extraction
using connected component-based extraction along with
morphological operator. Thus, the proposed method is a
hybrid method of connected component analysis and
morphological operator. This proposed hybrid method
yields very good results than simple morphological ap-
proach. Optimization technique is not needed for this
proposed work, result is not based on seed, and com-
plexity is lesser than wavelet-based approaches.
Most of the existing morphological-based methods

extract the road region only, and some other methods
of road linking is needed to get continuous roads; but
in this proposed work, road centerline is extracted
and road linking is not needed. Fine single pixel width
road centerline is extracted using proposed methods.
Existing methods are not implemented on noisy image;
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but proposed work is implemented on noise image, and
very good result is obtained. Performance measures are
evaluated to prove the quality of the proposed work.
Thus, noise-immune automatic extraction of road cen-
terline using connected component-based morphological
operation is proposed in this paper. The remaining part
of this paper consists of Section 2 which discusses about
the methodology of proposed road extraction method.
Section 3 provides the experimental results and discussion.
Section 4 gives conclusion of the work.

2 Methodology of proposed work
This proposed work for automatic road centerline ex-
traction method from high resolution satellite image is
based on connected component extraction and morpho-
logical operators. The detailed methodology of proposed
work is given in Figure 1. This methodology includes
adaptive global thresholding method, connected compo-
nent analysis, morphological closing, dilation, morpho-
logical thinning, and further refinement for removal of
small edge segments and performance measures.

2.1 Adaptive global thresholding
Satellite image is converted into gray image, and road re-
gion is segmented from that image using histogram ana-
lysis. Adaptive global thresholding is applied to remove
the non-road pixels and segment-approximated road re-
gion from the satellite image [24]. The histogram of the
satellite image is analyzed and divided into four main
sections to obtain the desired threshold value for seg-
mentation. The test image 1 and its histogram are given
in Figure 2a and b, respectively.
The histograms are divided based on mean value (M)

of all the pixel intensity values in an image. Section A in-
cludes the pixels having the intensity values lies between
lowest intensity values to half of mean value (M). This
section identifies dark objects of an image such as dark
vehicles, shadows, lake, muddy ponds, etc. Section B
groups the pixels having intensities from half of the M
value to M value, and this section identifies dark gray
shade objects like trees, grasslands, etc. Section C in-
cludes the pixels from M value to half of maximum in-
tensities, and these pixels belong to bright gray objects
such as roads, lane markers, etc. Section D groups the
pixels that lie between half of maximum intensity and
maximum intensity, and this section can identify bright
objects like concrete cement road, bright vehicles, etc.
This approach is used in the case where single value
thresholding will not function properly, since the thresh-
old value of pixel depends on its position within an
image. Therefore, this technique is called as adaptive
global thresholding. From this technique, approximated
road regions are identified. The pixels that lie in that re-
gion are assigned to value 1 and all the remaining pixels
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are made to 0. Now, gray image is converted into binary
image in which road regions appeared in white and all
other pixels appeared in black.

2.2 Connected component analysis
For any pixel in an image, the set of pixels that is con-
nected to that pixel is called connected component of an
image [28]. Any set of pixels which is not separated by a
boundary is called connected pixels. Each maximal re-
gion of connected pixels is called a connected compo-
nent. The connected components partition an image
into segments. The analysis of connected components is
mainly used for many automated image processing ap-
plications such as object extraction, road map extraction,
line detection, etc. Connected components can be ex-
tracted using morphological operations. Connected
components of an image can be extracted by combining
dilation and the mathematical intersection operation.
Let Y be an image, and connected component in an
image is denoted as A; and a known point of A is de-
noted as p which is assigned to X0. Then, the following
expression (Equation 1) gives all the elements of A.

Xk ¼ Xk−1⊕Bð Þ∩Y k ¼ 1; 2; 3;… ð1Þ

Where the symbol⊕ represents morphological dila-
tion, ∩ represents intersection, and B is a suitable struc-
turing element. If Xk = Xk−1, then the algorithm has
converged and let A = Xk.
Trivial opening is defined by Jean et al. [33], and it is

used to extract the connected components based on
some criteria. Let Y be an image, {Y(n) |n = 1, 2, 3, …,N}
is a sequence of connected components in the image Y,
and y(i) is a point in Y(i). The trivial opening can be de-
fined with a condition T, as follows in Equation 2.

τO yð Þ ¼ Y ið Þ; if Y ið Þsatisfy the condition T
∅; otherwise

�
ð2Þ

Therefore, τO(y) is the trivial opening associated with
condition T. Trivial opening is used to extract the re-
quired connected components from image based on
condition T. This operation removes the connected
components which are not satisfied by the condition T.
If connected component satisfied the condition T, then
the entire region of that components are preserved. So
shape and size are not disturbed by this opening. Trivial
opening is mainly used for object detection and identifi-
cation. Road areas can be easily filtered by trivial open-
ing. Since high resolution image is considered for this
work, roads appeared as identical region and long fea-
tures in satellite images. So long feature roads can be ex-
tracted by selecting the condition as the long axes of
minimum ellipse for trivial opening operation. The triv-
ial opening for road detection is obtained using the fol-
lowing Equation 3.

Ro ¼ fPjLongaxisof axisof minimumellipse

enclosingP ið Þ >¼ Tg
ð3Þ

Where P is an image and P(i) is a connected compo-
nent of an image. Thus by using Equation 1, all the con-
nected components of an image are extracted. From
these connected components, road components are
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segmented using Equation 3. Thus, resultant image Ro
has the connected road component which is greater
than T.

2.3 Morphological closing
Matheron and Serra developed mathematical morph-
ology approach which is based on set theory. Morph-
ology is mainly used for extracting image components
used for feature extraction such as boundaries, skeleton,
and convex hull. Digital images can be processed using
morphology based on geometrical shape [34]. Dilation
and erosion are the most fundamental tools in morpho-
logical image processing [35,36]. Morphological dilation
is an operation that grows or thickens objects in a binary
image. The specific manner extent of this thickening is
controlled by structuring element. Let Y be an image,
and B is the structuring element, then the dilation of Y
by B is denoted as in Equation 4.

Y⊕B ¼ fzj B̂� �
z∩Y ¼ ∅g ð4Þ

B̂ is a reflection set of B, and it is given in the follow-
ing 5.

B̂ ¼ a a ¼ −b for b∈Bgjf ð5Þ
(B)z is a translation of set B, and it is given in

Equation 6.

Bz ¼ c c ¼ bþ z for b∈Bgjf ð6Þ
∅ is an empty set.
Morphological erosion shrinks or thins objects in a

binary image. The extent of this shrinking is controlled
by structuring element. The erosion of Y by B is denoted
as in Equation 7.

Y⊖B ¼ z Bð Þz⊆Yg��� ð7Þ

The erosion of Y by B is the set of all point z such that
B translated by z is contained in Y. The various combi-
nations of dilation and erosion such as morphological
opening and closing are used in most of the image pro-
cessing applications. Morphological closing of Y by B,
defined as a dilation, is followed by erosion, and it is de-
fined as in Equation 8. Geometrically, closing is the
complement of the union of all translations of B that do
not overlap Y.

Y ⋅B ¼ Y⊕Bð Þ⊖B ð8Þ
Connected component extraction produces connected

road region, and this road region may have holes due to
vehicles or tree shadows on the roads. Morphological
closing is used to remove those holes on the road region.
Thus, morphological closing is applied to the output of
connected component extraction to fill the spaces inside
the road region.

2.4 Morphological opening
The morphological opening of Y by B, defined as ero-
sion, followed by dilation and same structuring element
is used for both operations. Morphological opening of Y
and B is defined as in Equation 9.

Y ∘B ¼ Y⊖Bð Þ⊕B ð9Þ
That can be written as X ∘ Y = ∪ {(Y)Z|(Y)z⊆ X}. The

opening of X by Y is the union of all translations of Y
that fit entirely with X. Morphological opening is applied
on resultant image from morphological closed operation
to remove unwanted portions. The size of a structure
element for opening operation must be smaller than
main road width but slightly larger than unwanted path.

2.5 Morphological thinning
The thinning of a set A by a structuring element B, de-
noted A, can be defined in terms of the hit-or-miss
transform as in Equation 10.

A⊗B ¼ A− A⋇Bð Þ ¼ A∩ A⋇Bð ÞC ð10Þ
Where (A ⋇ B) represent the hit-or miss transform of

A and B. Morphological hit-or-miss transform is a fun-
damental tool for shape extraction. It is useful to identify
specified configuration of pixels, such as isolated fore-
ground pixels or pixels that are end points of line seg-
ments [37]. Hit-or-miss transform of Y and B is given in
Equation 11.

Y �B ¼ Y⊖B1ð Þ∩ YC⊖B2
� � ð11Þ

Where B = (B1, B2), B1 is the subset of B related with
an object, and B2 is the subset of B related with the cor-
responding background. Morphological thinning is ap-
plied on the output image of opening operation. It
produced centerline of the road network but this ex-
tracted network consists of small unwanted edge seg-
ments. Further refinement is needed to remove this
small edge segments. The unwanted small segments are
removed using lookup table operations. Lookup table
operation is also a morphological task. The length of
road edge segments is calculated; and if length of edge
segment is less than the given threshold value, then that
edge segment is removed. Finally road centerline is ex-
tracted from the given high resolution satellite images.

2.6 Performance evaluation of road extraction
The performance of the proposed road extraction is ob-
served by calculating the performance measures such as
completeness, correctness, and quality. To measure
these parameters, extracted road network is compared
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with manually drawn ground truth road map [38]. A
constant width buffer is formed around the reference
ground truth road map. The portion of the extracted
road data which is lying inside the buffer area is known
as matched extraction as shown in Figure 3a. The
matched extracted road data are calculated as true posi-
tive (TP), and the unmatched extracted data is calculated
as false positive (FP). Then the buffer is formed around
the extracted road data, and the portion of the reference
data within the buffer is known as matched reference as
shown in Figure 3b. The length of matched portion is
equal to true positive (TP). The unmatched reference
data are calculated as false negative (FN).

2.6.1 Performance measures
Performance measures such as completeness, correct-
ness, and quality are the most important parameters for
the evaluation of the road extraction.

2.6.1.1 Completeness The completeness is the ratio be-
tween matched reference road data with total length of
reference road map. The completeness is calculated by
using the following Equation 12.

Comp% ¼ lengthof matchedreference
lengthof reference

≅
TP

TPþ FN
� 100

ð12Þ

2.6.1.2 Correctness The correctness represents the per-
centage of correctly extracted road data, i.e., the ratio
between matched parts of extracted road network with
total length of extracted road network. The correctness
is measured by using the following Equation 13.

Corr% ¼ lengthof matchedextraction
lengthof extraction

≅
TP

TPþ FP
� 100

ð13Þ

2.6.1.3 Quality The goodness of the road extraction re-
sult is measured using the quality measures. It considered
(a) Matched extraction

Buffer width TP

FP

Reference road map

Extracted road map

Figure 3 Matched extraction (a) and matched reference (b).
both completeness and correctness of the extracted data.
The value of quality is calculated by using the following
Equation 14.

Qual% ¼ lengthof matchedextraction
lengthof extracteddata þ lengthof unmatchedreference

≅
TP

TPþ FPþ FN
� 100

ð14Þ

3 Experimental results and discussion
The proposed methodology is applied on satellite images
collected from Satellite Imaging Corporation and Apollo
Mapping [39,40]. The results of different steps of the
proposed method for test image 1 are given in Figure 4.
The approximate road regions are segmented using
adaptive global thresholding technique. Threshold values
are found using the histogram of test image 1. Test
image is shown in Figure 4a, and the segmented result
using adaptive global thresholding technique is given in
Figure 4b. The resultant road region segmented image
consists of some unwanted regions. Morphological oper-
ators are used for further processing to remove this un-
wanted road regions. Connected component of this
segmented image is obtained using Equation 8. This
connected component consists of road and non-road
components. Most of the non-road components are re-
moved, and road components are extracted using trivial
opening method by applying Equation 10 and resultant
image shown in Figure 4c.
The resultant image has holes due to objects on roads

or tree shadows which is shown in green circled portion
on Figure 4c. These holes can be closed using morpho-
logical closing operations, and the result is given in
Figure 4d; closed portions are highlighted by green circle.
The resultant image is further filtered using morpho-
logical opening operation to remove unwanted portions.
The size of the structure element for opening operation
must be smaller than main road but slightly larger than
unwanted path. The morphological opened result is
shown in Figure 4e. After that, thinning operation is
(b) Matched reference

Buffer width 

FN

Reference road map

Extracted road map 

TP



Figure 4 Experimental results of proposed methodology. (a) Test image 1, (b) segmented image, (c) result of trivial opening, (d) morphological
closed image, (e) result of morphological opening, (f) result of thinning operation, (g) final extracted road map, (h) road map overlapped on image.
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applied to extract centerline of the road network which is
shown in Figure 4f. Since this thinned road network con-
sists of unwanted small edge segments, further refine-
ment on resultant image is needed. The length of road
edge segments is calculated; and if length of edge seg-
ment is less than given threshold value, then that edge
segment is removed. The resultant final road map is
shown in Figure 4g. The extracted road map is
(a) Test image 1 (b) Noisy image 

(d) Result of trivial Opening (e) Morphological clos

(g) Result of thinning operation (h) Final extracted roa

Figure 5 Experimental results of proposed methodology in noisy ima
of trivial opening, (e) morphological closed image, (f) result of morphologi
map, (i) road map overlapped on image.
overlapped on original satellite input image, and it is
given in Figure 4h.
The proposed algorithm is implemented on noisy sat-

ellite image, and the result is given in Figure 5. For easy
comparison, the same test image 1 is taken for this im-
plementation which is used in Figure 4. Test image 1 is
given in Figure 5a, and that image is contaminated by
salt and pepper noise at 5% noise density level, the
(c) Segmented image

ed image (f) Result of morphological opening

d map (i) Road map overlapped on image

ges. (a) Test image 1, (b) noisy image, (c) segmented image, (d) result
cal opening, (g) result of thinning operation, (h) final extracted road
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Figure 6 Experimental results of proposed methodology in noisy images at various noise density levels.
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resultant noisy image is shown in Figure 5b. The road
regions are segmented from this noisy image using adap-
tive global thresholding method, the pepper noise pixels
in non-road regions are removed because of threshold-
ing operation, and some noise pixels are presented along
with road region in segmented image as shown in
Figure 5c. The trivial opening is applied to remove non-
road regions as discussed in earlier, and during this process
along with non-road regions, noises are also removed.
Resultant trivial opening operation is given in Figure 5d.

Now, noises are presented only on the road regions that can
Satellite images Extracted road network

Figure 7 Results of proposed algorithm for various satellite images.
be eliminated by using morphological closing operation as
shown in Figure 5e. At present, all the salt and pepper noise
pixels are removed from image. Further processing is ap-
plied to detect road network such as morphological opening
and thinning; result is given in Figure 5f and g, respectively.
Small edge segments are removed as shown in Figure 5h,
and final detected road network is overlapped on noisy
image as given in Figure 5i. Thus, the proposed work is the
noise-immune algorithm for road centerline extraction.
The proposed work is implemented on noisy images at

various noise density levels from 10% to 50%, and results
After thinning Overlapped on image



(a) Test image 1

(b) Test image 2

(c)Test image 3

(d) Test image 4

(e) Test image 5
Test image Reference road map Proposed road extraction result

Figure 8 Performance evaluation of result with ground truth reference road map. For (a) test image 1, (b) test image 2, (c) test image 3,
(d) test image 4, and (e) test image 5.
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Table 1 Performance measures of proposed methodology
with reference road map

Images Completeness % Correctness % Quality %

Test image 1 89 99 89

Test image 2 87 94 83

Test image 3 89 95 85

Test image 4 95 98 93

Test image 5 90 95 86

Average 90 96 87

Table 2 Performance measures of proposed methodology
for noisy images at various noise levels

Noise levels in % Completeness % Correctness % Quality %

0 89.3 99.2 88.6

5 89.3 99.2 88.6

10 89.3 99.2 88.6

20 89 99.1 88.2

30 88.7 99.1 88

40 88.5 99.1 87.7

50 88.2 98.9 87.4
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are given in Figure 6. Noisy images at various noise
density levels at 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%, corre-
sponding intermediate results such as road segmenta-
tion, and result after trivial opening and final extracted
road map are shown in Figure 6. The final extracted
road map in all noisy level is almost equal to noiseless
result. Thus, this result shows that the proposed work
produces road map output equal to noiseless image at
the noise levels up to 50% and it proves that this work is
insensitive to salt and pepper noise.
The proposed method is implemented on various other

high resolution images, and the corresponding results are
given in Figure 7. Satellite images, corresponding ex-
tracted road network by using proposed method, corre-
sponding extracted road centerline using thinning, and
removal of small segment and overlapping of extracted re-
sults with original satellite image are shown in Figure 7.
This shows that proposed road centerline extraction pro-
vides the best result for almost all the images.

3.1 Calculation of performance measures
The performance of proposed extracted road network is
compared with ground truth road map which is a manu-
ally drawn road map. Digitized manually drawn road
map can be obtained using the software GIMP (GNU
Image Manipulation Program). GIMP is a high quality
freely available software for image processing applica-
tions [41]. Ground truth road map is plotted by using
GIMP software. The proposed results are compared with
these reference road maps, and this comparison is given
in Figure 8.
The performance measures such as completeness, cor-

rectness, and quality are evaluated for proposed work on
various test images. For this comparison, true positive,
false positive, and true negatives are calculated for each
test images. As shown in Figure 3, manually drawn refer-
ence road map is compared with extracted road network
and buffer width is set as 3. Then, the value of TP, FP,
and FN is counted based on the following consideration.

� TP - true positive, an element present in ground
truth and extracted road network

� FP - false positive, an element present in extracted
road network but not in ground truth

� FN - false negative, an element present in ground
truth but not in extracted road network

By using these values, completeness, correctness, and
quality measures are calculated using the Equations 12,
13, and 14. These performance measures are evaluated for
proposed work on various test images. In order to com-
pare with others work, the measures are calculated in
terms of percentage and round off to the nearest integer.
The results are tabulated in Table 1. The performance
measures show that the lowest value of completeness is
87% and the maximum value is 95%, and correctness mea-
sures show that all the values are above 94%. Similarly,
quality measures lie between 83% and 93%.
The performance measures are also evaluated for pro-

posed work on noisy images of test image 1 at various
noise density levels, and those values are tabulated in
Table 2. The measures are compared with noiseless
image, and minimal differences are there. This compari-
son shows that the maximum difference in complete-
ness, correctness, and quality values is around 1% with
noiseless values. Thus, the proposed work is appropriate
for road centerline detection in noisy images also.
In proposed work, five test images are taken to meas-

ure the performance measures, and the number of im-
ages taken for these measures varies in other works.
Thus for comparison with other works, minimum, max-
imum and average values for completeness, correctness
and quality are considered. For easy to comparison, per-
formance measures of all other methods are considered
in terms of percentage.
Jiuxiang et al. [1] proposed road network detection,

and their work is evaluated on five images and perform-
ance measures are tabulated; from that work, minimum
and maximum values of completeness, correctness, and
quality are taken and average values are calculated.
Mena et al. [20] proposed an automatic road extraction
approach. Performance measures are tabulated for five
images in their work. From that table, minimum, max-
imum, and average values are noted. Another road



Table 3 Comparison of performance measures of proposed methodology with other methods

Methods Completeness % Correctness % Quality %

Min Max Average Min Max Average Min Max Average

Jiuxiang [1] 84 94 91 81 96 90 82 92 85

Mena [20] 66 91 81 65 96 87 48 87 73

Rohit [25] 58 93 73 35 85 69 28 75 56

Zelang [21] 73 97 87 75 100 92 59 96 83

Wenzhong [22] 71 87 79 68 84 77 59 72 63

Xiaoying [3] 70 86 78 70 92 80 58 80 66

Zhijian [4] 80 92 87 82 89 89 68 83 76

Proposed work 87 95 90 94 99 96 83 93 87
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extraction using K-means clustering and morphological
operation is presented by Rohit et al. [25].
Completeness, correctness, and quality measures are

calculated for ten different images, and the values are
tabulated in their work. Minimum and maximum values
in terms of percentage are taken from their work, and
average values are calculated. Zelang et al. presented
road extraction method based on tensor voting, kernel
density estimation, and subspace constrained mean shift
[21]. Completeness, correctness, and quality measures
that are evaluated for four images are given in their
paper. Wenzhong et al. proposed a method for road ex-
traction by using spectral-spatial classification and shape
features [22]. The minimum, maximum, and average
values of performance measures are taken from their
work. Xiaoying et al. presented an information fusion-
based approach for road extraction [3], and quality mea-
sures are evaluated in that work. A feature fusion-based
method for road extraction is proposed by Zhijian et al.
[4]. Performance measures are calculated for various im-
ages from those values. Minimum, maximum, and aver-
age values are taken for comparison and given in
Table 3. All the above results of existing works along
with proposed work results are tabulated as shown in
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Figure 9 Comparison plot for performance measures.
Table 3 for comparison. In Table 3, all the values are
rounded to nearest integer.
Sahar et al. evaluated completeness and correctness

for their work, and quality measures are not calculated
[18]. From their measures, the maximum value of com-
pleteness is 92% and correctness is 98%, which is lesser
than the proposed work maximum values shown in
Table 3. Boshir et al. [27] evaluated correctness measures
in their work; completeness and quality measures are
not given. From those measures, minimum value of cor-
rectness is 92.82% and average value is 95.71% which is
lesser than the proposed work. Maximum value is 100%
but proposed work has 99%. Pankaj et al. calculated cor-
rectness and completeness values for only one image [24].
The correctness and completeness values are 96.52% and
95.32%, respectively. From Table 1, for test image 4, the
correctness and completeness values are 98% and 95%, re-
spectively. In some work, performance measures are not
evaluated [17,19,23,31,32,34]. So those works are not
taken for comparison with the proposed work.
This comparison table is plotted to enhance the differ-

ence clearly, and the plot is shown in Figure 9. The X-axis
is divided into three portions: first portion shows the
minimum, maximum, and average values of completeness;
ge Min Max Average

Quality

Title

Jiuxiang [1]

Mena [19]

Rohit [22]

Zelang [B]

Wenzhong [D]

Xiaoying [3]

Zhijian [4]

Proposed work
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second portion shows the minimum, maximum, and aver-
age values of correctness; and third portion shows the
minimum, maximum, and average values of quality values.
The Y-axis has shown the corresponding values in per-
centage. The graph is plotted for the comparison of com-
pleteness, correctness, and quality of various algorithms
with the proposed work. In this plot, the proposed work
lies on top level than other methods. Thus, this compari-
son in Table 3 and Figure 9 proved that the proposed
method gives higher result than other methods.

4 Conclusions
Road centerline extraction of high resolution satellite
images using connected component-based trivial open-
ing operation along with morphological operation is pro-
posed in this work. The proposed work includes the
following steps such as segmentation of approximated
road regions from satellite image using adaptive global
threshold method, the use of connected component ana-
lysis to extract connected objects from that image, and
application of trivial opening with the criteria of long
axis of minimum ellipse of connected component to ex-
tract connected road component from connected objects
of that image. For further refinement, morphological
opening is applied using structure element which is
equal to the width of a road. Final extracted network
consists of entire road region. Thinning is applied to de-
tect the centerline of road network. The proposed
method is implemented on various satellite images, and
results are given. These results prove that the proposed
method is yielding very good results for all types of im-
ages. This method is also implemented on noisy images
at various levels of noise density, and good results are
obtained. This proves that the proposed method is in-
sensitive to noise. The obtained results for various im-
ages are compared with manually plotted reference road
map. Performance measures such as completeness, cor-
rectness, and quality are evaluated for different images,
and values are tabulated in this work. The completeness
values lie between 87% and 95%, correctness values lie
between 94% and 99%, and quality measures lie between
83% and 93%. These comparisons prove that the pro-
posed method provides the road network which is
closer to reference road map. Performance measures
are evaluated for noisy images at various levels, and
those values are compared with noiseless image mea-
sures. This comparison shows that the proposed work
produces good results for noisy images also. The per-
formance measures are compared with other methods,
and values are tabulated. Comparison plot is also shown
which shows that proposed method values are higher
than all other methods. Thus, this comparison proved
that the proposed work provided very good results than
other methods.
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